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Abstract—Combine success of social networking sites and smart phone devices have change the way people communicate with each other. Leakage of personal information causes to enter the threat from cyber world to our real life which causes issues like profile cloning, social phishing, neighborhood attack, physical threat. Ultimately it disturbs the social, psychological, physical state of mind of user. Hence it is necessary to detect anomaly in social networking site to provide safe social networking and information security. An anomaly is a set of activities that deviate from the normal behavior of the user. In a given paper we have proposed the approach of anomaly detection in social networking site and overview of research on anomaly detection. In our proposed method we are going to use integration of two approaches like link anomaly detection and text anomaly detection. Model of anomaly detection will use data collected from user’s profile, text, words, URLS shared by him. Model also requires monitoring of time series behavior of user. Bayesian probability model will be used for classification of unknown event into anomalous or non-anomalous event.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Now-a-days social networking sites are becoming the main communication media among individuals and organizations. Social network sites are web-based services that allow individuals to construct a public or semi-public profiles, articulate list of other users with whom they share a connection, and traverse and view their list of connections and those made by others in the system[4].

People share their personal information, photos, videos, URLs, ideas on these sites. People live in contact with their family, friends and colleague. However leakage of personal information creates security problem, cyber bullying, spreading the hatred messages etc. Malicious users may cause many severe issues like De-Anonymization attack, neighborhood attack, profile cloning, social phishing, spam attacks and many more. Hence development of reliable anomaly detection in social networking sites is extremely important.

An anomaly is a set of activities that deviate from normal behavior of the user [9]. Anomalies are also called as outliers, abnormities, deviants, discordant, exceptions. If users on SNS had spread hateful message in a group which harms the society or organizations, then behavior of such users in SNS deviate from normal. This can be used as a clue for tracking criminals.

This paper focuses on a detail introduction about several anomaly detection schemas for identifying anomalous and non-anomalous behavior of user as follows:

a) Detection of User Cluster with Suspicious Activity

Group of users with suspicious activities are identified based on sentiments in online messages and comments exchange over SNS over time [5].

b) Approach to detect suspicious profiles on social platforms

Aim of a dynamic approach is to alert the users of smartphone users about suspicious profiles located in his or her close circle of contacts on a given social network [6].

c) Detection of Random Link Attacks

Malicious users create false identities and used it to communicate with innocent users. While detecting Random Link Attack mining social networking graph which is extracted from user interaction in communication network is important [8].

d) Threat Detection through Graph Learning and Psychological Context

Structural Anomaly (SA) detection will uses graph analysis to detect threat. Psychological Profiling (PP) will use behavioral pattern of a user to identify threat. Whatever outcomes o module SA and PP are fused and ranking of most probable threat is done [7].

e) Detection of Emerging Topics via Link-Anomaly Detection in Social Streams

Main focus is on detecting emerging topics from social network streams based on monitoring the mentioning behavior of users [1], [2].

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A. Detection of User Cluster with Suspicious Activity

Proposed system will detect the user cluster with suspicious activities in following steps:

a) Online data monitoring system and Database

Communication between users on online social networking is monitor by online data monitoring system. Data contains sender, receiver of message, actual message, date, timestamp when message send. Database is used to access the information of suspicious user.

b) Suspicious message identification using NLP/Keyword
Based on sentiment score, sentiment count, training based sentiment, dictionary based topic identification system suspicious message is identified and user profile is updated.

c) Latent semantic analysis (LSA) system
LSA identifies the messages which are having similar meaning but words used are different.

d) Suspicious users identification system
Suspicious activities of user are stored in database called ‘user history’. Current and previous information is used to update user information which alerts about suspicious user.

e) Visual representation of suspicious users
Graphical representation of user network is obtained using visualization tool. This helps to identify suspicious node or link in SNS.

B. Approach to detect suspicious profiles on social platforms
Smartphone users are alerted about possible suspicious profiles located in his or her close circle of contacts on a given social network based on five indicators as follows:

a) Activity (A): Activity is no. of actions performed by a user in a given time period. Actions are no. of messages sent, no. of reply, no. of likes, no. of friend request send, no. of groups created.

b) Visibility (V):Visibility is amount of techniques users can perform in the aim to increase its audience in a given time period. Techniques are nothing but no. of keywords and references used in message. Keywords will attract the people of interested community. References indicate that message is received by targeted audience.

c) Balance (V/A): Balance indicator will give insight into suspicious behavior. Balance should be present between no. of messages sent with visibility. Anomaly user will try to participate actively in the network without showing its visibility or vice versa.

d) Energy:Energy is Euclidian distance from visibility and activity co-ordinated to the origin.

e) Anomaly score: Suspicious users will give unusual activity and visibility pair than normal user. Naïve Bayesian classifier is used to calculate anomaly score dynamically.

C. Detection of Random Link Attacks
In an RLA, the malicious user creates a set of false identities and uses them to communicate with a large, random set of innocent users. A is a (non-empty) subset of nodes in the social network graph G and V be a subset of nodes in G-A that share an edge with some node(s) in A. Random Link Attack can be identified if it satisfies following conditions

- \(|A| \leq k\)
- \(|V| \geq \alpha |A|\)
- Distinct external triangles \(\leq \theta\)

To launch a successful attack, the set of victims has to be much bigger in size than the attack set itself by a constant factor \(\alpha\) of attack set. External triangles are the triangles formed by the attackers with the rest of the graph. These triangles contain single attack node and two non-attacker node (victims). Two external triangles are called distinct if they contain two different pairs of victim nodes. Since edges which are present in victims must be a part of these triangles, and it is observed that these edges are found to be few in number. So the number of distinct external triangles will also be very small.

To identify malicious node the count of external is minimum as possible. If no. of distinct external triangles is less than threshold value then it is considered as malicious node.

D. Threat Detection through Graph Learning and Psychological Context
Threats are detected through graph learning as follows:

Fig. 2. Components of threat detection system

Fig. 2. Anomaly detection using Structural anomaly detection and Psychological profiling
Emerging topics are detected using link anomaly detection as follows:
Structural Anomaly Detection (SA) from social networks and Psychological Profiling (PP) of individuals are used to find out graph anomaly and behavioral anomaly respectively. In SA Graph Structure Analysis gives network characteristics, Anomaly Detection finds unusual pattern in graph data. In PP Human Psychology Model is built from human behavioral pattern. Behavioral, text, social predictor will
predict the overall behavior of a user and then it will find the unusual behavior of a user. Statistical inference model will rank threat based on their probability and uncertainty.

E. Detection of Emerging Topics via Link-Anomaly Detection in Social Streams

Main focus is on detecting emerging topics from social network streams based on monitoring the mentioning behavior of users. Emerging topic is that people feel like to discuss, give comments, and forward to their friends.

Probability model consists of normal mentioning behavior of a user. It consists of number of mentions per post and occurrence of frequency of user in the mentions. Anomaly of future user behavior is measured by the model. Anomaly score is aggregated by change point detection technique. This technique is based on the sequentially dis-counting normalized maximum-likelihood (SDNML) coding. This technique can detect a change in the statistical dependence structure in the time series of aggregated anomaly scores, and notify where the topic emergence is.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Proposed system of anomaly detection in social networking site consists of integration of two approaches first is text anomaly detection and second is link anomaly detection. Each module is explained in detail as follows:

A. Text anomaly detection

Dataset of social networking site like Facebook, tweeter is given to module of text anomaly detection. Content preprocessing is next step which consists of many other processes as follows:

a) Word extraction: Words are extracted from text shared by user over social networking site.

b) Stop word removal: In some cases stop words can causes problems when searching for phrase that include them. Most commonly removed words are the, is, which, at and so on.

c) Stemming: Variant forms of a word are reduced to a common form. Stemming is the process of retrieving root or stem of word.

d) Semantic of word: Semantics is the study of meaning that is used for understanding human expression through language.

e) Weight assignment to word: Whatever words extracted from previous steps are assigned weight to them depending on prediction made from word.

f) Frequency of words: how many times particular words appear in a given time period is calculated. Bayesian probability model for classification-Bayesian probability model will predict the probability of message being an anomalous or not[14]. Result of it forwarded to decision factor module.

B. Link anomaly detection

Dataset of social networking site is also given to link anomaly detection module. A step performed in this module is as follows:

a) Clustering of vertices having same features: We can do clustering of vertices depending on same communication behavior and build profile for each cluster. Individual vertex profiles are also built depending on the communication behavior of a vertex [10].

b) Preprocessing: For dynamic graph time span is divided into disjoint time interval. For particular time period static graph is built to summarize dynamic graph. For each vertex link based features are extracted and feature vector is generated. Cluster profiles and individual profiles are building based on these feature vectors.

c) Individual deviation: Under normal circumstances vertices should show close behavior to its cluster center and some variations are allowed its own individual center. If
vertex will show significant deviation from cluster center or individual deviation then it introduce false alarm.

d) Cluster deviation: Cluster deviation of a vertex in a given time period is distance between current feature vector and cluster center. If distance is maximum then vertex will show cluster deviation and it introduce false alarm.

e) False alarm: False alarm introduces by individual and cluster deviations are taken into consideration and final false alarm is identified and possible anomaly score is forwarded to decision factor.

C. Decision factor: Result obtained from link anomaly module and text anomaly module is compared in decision factor and final anomaly is predicted.

TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF ANOMALY DETECTION TECHNIQUES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr.no</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Comparison of anomaly detection technique</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Detection of User Cluster with Suspicious Activity</td>
<td>Visualization of nodes makes easier to identify suspicious users</td>
<td>Number of clusters required to be mention prior of the cluster formation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Approach to detect suspicious profiles on social platforms</td>
<td>Framework is applied to any ubiquitous device, low calculation cost</td>
<td>Applied to the users which are present in the contact list of smartphones</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Detection of Random Link Attacks</td>
<td>RLA is based on simple interconnection properties of individuals in any communication network.</td>
<td>If attackers employee collaboration strategy then harder to detect RLA by counting the triangles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Threat Detection through Graph Learning and Psychological Context.</td>
<td>Behavioral, text, social proctor together generate more accurate result than individual predictor</td>
<td>Approach will generate poor results when dataset is small</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Detection of Emerging Topics via Link-Anomaly Detection in Social Streams</td>
<td>Faster than text based approach, preprocessing time is less than text based approach</td>
<td>Proposed link anomaly model does not immediately tell what the anomaly is.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. CONCLUSION

Thus we have discussed different techniques of anomaly detection.

We have proposed the model of anomaly detection in social networking site by integrating two approaches first is link anomaly detection and second is text anomaly detection which will generate more accurate results.
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